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A new type of the objective analysis A new type of the objective analysis ““ALERAALERA””
(AFES(AFES--LETKF Experimental ReAnalysis)LETKF Experimental ReAnalysis)
The objective analysis dataset produced by The objective analysis dataset produced by 

JMA, JAMSTEC/ESC, and Chiba Institute of Science JMA, JAMSTEC/ESC, and Chiba Institute of Science 

(AFES(AFES LETKF Experimental ReAnalysis)LETKF Experimental ReAnalysis)

using an ensemble Kalman filterusing an ensemble Kalman filter

ALERA dataset without ALERA dataset without 
the assimilation of thethe assimilation of the

ALERA dataset with the ALERA dataset with the 
assimilation of the MISMOassimilation of the MISMO the assimilation of the the assimilation of the 

MISMO sondesMISMO sondes
assimilation of the MISMO assimilation of the MISMO 

sondessondes

Impact of the MISMO observations:Impact of the MISMO observations:

The difference between the two datasetsThe difference between the two datasets



A new type of the objective analysis A new type of the objective analysis ““ALERAALERA””
(AFES(AFES--LETKF Experimental ReAnalysis)LETKF Experimental ReAnalysis)(AFES(AFES LETKF Experimental ReAnalysis)LETKF Experimental ReAnalysis)

The dataset providesThe dataset provides
the analysis ensemble mean of a 40the analysis ensemble mean of a 40--member (member (○○) ) the analysis ensemble mean of a 40the analysis ensemble mean of a 40 member (member (○○))
the analysis ensemble spread (    )the analysis ensemble spread (    )

(reference for the error information).(reference for the error information).

deterministic datasets (4-D Var)
e.g. NCEP2, ERA40, JRA25

stochastic datasets (EnKF)
e.g. ALERAvalue value
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spread
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spread
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Normal definition of impact signalNormal definition of impact signalNormal definition of impact signalNormal definition of impact signal
(simple difference between the two datasets)(simple difference between the two datasets)

signal var var= -signal mismo ctlvar var=

This may include unmeaning noises 
associated with the uncertainty of the model!



Definition of Definition of ““reliablereliable”” impact signalimpact signal
(difference between the two datasets with t(difference between the two datasets with t--test at the 95% confidence level)test at the 95% confidence level)

signal ,mismo ctlvar var= -
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Considering the
t i t f th d luncertainty of the model



Evaluation of the assimilation impact Evaluation of the assimilation impact 
f b ti i ALERAf b ti i ALERAof observations in ALERAof observations in ALERA

Evaluated from difference between datasets 
with and without the observations.

Are they meaningAre they meaning 
impact signals?

(m/s)



Evaluation of the assimilation impact Evaluation of the assimilation impact 
f b ti i ALERAf b ti i ALERAof observation in ALERAof observation in ALERA

Evaluated from difference between datasets 
with and without the observations.

They are fakeThey are fake 
impact signals.Only meaning impact 

signals are extracted.

(m/s)



ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives
T l i dT l i dTo reveal regions and To reveal regions and 
phenomena affected phenomena affected pp
by MISMO sondes. by MISMO sondes. 

To reveal propagation processes To reveal propagation processes 
of additional informationof additional informationof additional information of additional information 
with the sondes.with the sondes.

How did they influence on 
di t bilit f h ?predictability of some phenomenon?



Monthly mean of impact signalMonthly mean of impact signaly p gy p g

(m/s)



Propagation of impact signalPropagation of impact signalPropagation of impact signalPropagation of impact signal

Start of MISMOdate Start of MISMO

TY0619

TY0620TY0620

TY0621
End of MISMO

Indian OceanIndian Ocean Maritime ContMaritime Cont PacificPacific

TY0621

Indian OceanIndian Ocean Maritime Cont.Maritime Cont. PacificPacific

(m/s)



The experiment with 11/1The experiment with 11/1－－5 data only5 data only

Start of MISMOdate Start of MISMO

TY0619

TY0620TY0620

TY0621
End of MISMO

TY0621

Indian OceanIndian Ocean Maritime ContMaritime Cont PacificPacificIndian OceanIndian Ocean Maritime Cont.Maritime Cont. PacificPacific

(m/s)



With the whole period With 11/1-5 only

Strong impact on 
TY0619 
disappearsdisappears.

(m/s)



Westerly waves passing the Indian Ocean before 11/1 
is important for TY0619 development?p p ?

(m/s)



The experiment with 11/6The experiment with 11/6－－15 data only15 data only

Start of MISMOdate Start of MISMO

TY0619

TY0620TY0620

TY0621
End of MISMO

TY0621

Indian OceanIndian Ocean Maritime ContMaritime Cont PacificPacificIndian OceanIndian Ocean Maritime Cont.Maritime Cont. PacificPacific

(m/s)



With 11/1-5 only With 11/6-15 only

Strong impact on 
TY0620 
disappearsdisappears.

(m/s)



Westerly waves passing the Indian Ocean during 11/1-
5 is important for TY0620 development?p p ?

(m/s)



The experiment with 11/16The experiment with 11/16－－12/5 data only12/5 data only

Start of MISMOdate Start of MISMO

TY0619

TY0620TY0620

TY0621
End of MISMO

TY0621

Indian OceanIndian Ocean Maritime ContMaritime Cont PacificPacificIndian OceanIndian Ocean Maritime Cont.Maritime Cont. PacificPacific

(m/s)



With the whole period With 11/6-15 only

Strong impact on 
TY0621 appears.

(m/s)



Westerly waves passing the Indian Ocean after 11/16 is 
important for TY0621 development?p p ?

(m/s)



SummarySummarySummarySummary

TY0619TY0619：：
Affected by WAffected by W--Wv before 11/1Wv before 11/1Affected by WAffected by W Wv before 11/1Wv before 11/1

TY0620TY0620：：
Affected by WAffected by W--Wv during 11/1Wv during 11/1－－55Affected by WAffected by W Wv during 11/1Wv during 11/1 55

TY0621TY0621：：
Aff d b WAff d b W W f 11/16W f 11/16Affected by WAffected by W--Wv after 11/16Wv after 11/16



Westerly wind anomalyWesterly wind anomalyWesterly wind anomalyWesterly wind anomaly

TY0619

TY0620TY0620

TY0621TY0621

Indian OceanIndian Ocean Maritime ContMaritime Cont PacificPacific

(m/s)

Indian OceanIndian Ocean Maritime Cont.Maritime Cont. PacificPacific



ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions

MISMO sondes have a great impact onMISMO sondes have a great impact onMISMO sondes have a great impact on MISMO sondes have a great impact on 
the predictability of typhoons over the the predictability of typhoons over the 
tropical western Pacifictropical western Pacifictropical western Pacific.tropical western Pacific.

Additi l i f ti ith MISMOAdditi l i f ti ith MISMOAdditional information with MISMO Additional information with MISMO 
sondes could reach up to typhoons by sondes could reach up to typhoons by 

westerly waves.westerly waves.

TY0619: westerly waves before 11/1TY0619: westerly waves before 11/1
TY0620: westerly waves during 11/1TY0620: westerly waves during 11/1--55TY0620: westerly waves during 11/1TY0620: westerly waves during 11/1 55
TY0621: westerly waves after 11/16TY0621: westerly waves after 11/16


